Full-dimensional quantum dynamics study of exchange processes for the D + H2O and D + HOD reactions.
The exchange processes of D + H(2)O and D + HOD reactions are studied using initial state-selected time-dependent wave packet approach in full dimension. The total reaction probabilities for different partial waves, together with the integral cross sections, are obtained both by the centrifugal sudden (CS) approximation and exact coupled-channel (CC) calculations, for the H(2)O(HOD) reactant initially in the ground rovibrational state. In the CC calculations, small resonance peaks in the reaction probabilities and quick diminishing of the resonance peaks with the increase of total angular momenta J do not lead to clear step-like features just above the threshold in the cross sections for the title reactions, which are different in other isotopically substituted reactions where the hydrogen atom was included as the reactant instead of the deuterium atom [B. Fu, Y. Zhou, and D. H. Zhang, Chem. Sci. 3, 270 (2012); B. Fu and D. H. Zhang, J. Phys. Chem. A 116, 820 (2012)]. It is interesting that the shape resonance-induced features resulting from the reaction tunneling are significantly diminished accordingly in the reactions of the deuterium atom and H(2)O or HOD, owing to the weaker tunneling capability of the reagent deuterium atom in the title reactions than the reagent hydrogen atom in other reactions. In the CS calculations, the resonance peaks persist in many partial waves but cannot survive the partial-wave summations. The cross sections for the D(') + H(2)O → D(')OH + H and D(') + HOD → D(')OD + H reactions are substantially larger than those for the D(') + HOD → HOD(') + D reaction, indicating that the D(')/H exchange reactions are much more favored than the D(')/D exchange.